INTRODUCTION
Let Hbe a real Hilbert space with the inner product (., .) and norm II-II, Let T: K H be a mapping and K a closed convex subset of H. We present the convergence of a sequence {xk) generated by a double projection formula to a solution of the nonlinear variational inequality (NVI) problem: find an element x* E K such that (T(x*),x-x*) >_ 0 for all x E K, (1.1) which is equivalent to a projection equation
x* Pt[x*-pT(x*)] for p > 0, (1.2) where P/ is the projection of H onto K. Next, we consider an auxiliary nonlinear variational inequality (ANVI) problem: find an element x* E K such that (T(PK[X* pT(x*)]),x-x*) > 0 for all x K, (1.3) which is equivalent to a double projection formula x* Pi[x* pT(P;[x* pT(x*)])].
(1.4) ALGORITHM 1.1 For an arbitrarily chosen initial point x K, we consider an iterative algorithm generated by thefollowing variational inequality (for k > 0)."
(pT (Pr[x pT (x)]) / x x , x-x1) >_ 0 for all x K, (pT(PK[X pT(x)]) / x k+l xk, x-x k+l) >_ 0 for all x K.
(1.5) T (u), g(x) g(u) >_ 0 for all g(x) K and for x H, (3.1) which is equivalent to a projection equation
where P/ is the projection of H onto K. Next, we consider an auxiliary nonlinear quasivariational inequality (ANQVI) problem: find an element u E H such that g(u) K and (T(P:[g(u) pT(u)]),g(x) -g(u)) >_ 0 for all g(x) K, (3.3) which is equivalent to a double projection formula g(u) Pi[g(u) pT (Pi[g(u) pT (u) (pT(Px[g(x) pT(x)]) + g(x+') g(xk),g(x) g(x+)) >_ 0 for all g(x) K. (3.5) The iterative procedure (3.5) is equivalent to a double projection equation g(x+') PK [g(xk) pT (Pz[g(xk) pT ( 
In light of algorithm (3.5), we can write
Replacing x by x k+a in (3.7) and by x* in (3.8) , and adding, we obtain
Since, by (3.2) , g(xk)=pi,:[g(xk)--pT(xk)] and g(x*)=Pz,:[g(x*)-pT(x*)], and since T is g-a-cocoercive, we have 0 < -pa{llr (Pr[g(xk) pT ( r(P[g(x*) pr(x*)]),g(xk+') g(xk))} + (g(x+) g(xk), g(x*) g(x+)). [[g(x+1) g(x)ll 2 + (g(x/+1 g(xl), g(x*) g(xl+)). Since the convergence ofthe sequence {g(xk)} to g(x*) is similar to that of Theorem 2.1, all we need is to show that the sequence {xk} converges to x*. As given g is expanding, we have IIx x*ll IIg(x) g(x*)[I --' 0 as k .
This concludes the proof.
